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Mars ingress Aquarius Wednesday November 9th 12:53 AM
Venus ingress Capricorn Saturday November 12th 12:05 AM

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Saturday November 12th 9:41 AM
Full Moon Scorpio Monday November 14th 8:53 AM

Neptune direct in Pisces Saturday November 20th 12:39 AM
Sun Sagittarius ingress Monday November 21st 4:24 PM

Uranus retrograde in Aries through out cycle
Next new Moon in Sagittarius Tuesday November 29th 7:19 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Overview

Report number 167

New Moon in Scorpio
Sunday October 30th 2016 1:39 PM EST

New Moon Sunday October 30th 2016 1:39 PM EST

Astrological alignments in place at the moment of the new Moon
New Moon Mercury
Venus Saturn
Venus Pluto
Saturn Pluto
Mercury Neptune
New Moon Neptune
Chiron Uranus
Juno Ceres
Jupiter Neptune
Jupiter Mercury

(Scorpio) (Scorpio)
(Sagittarius) (Sagittarius)
(Sagittarius) (Capricorn)
(Sagittarius) (Capricorn)

(Scorpio) retrograde (Pisces)
(Scorpio) retrograde (Pisces)

retrograde(Pisces) retrograde (Aries)
(Scorpio ) retrograde(Aries)

(Libra) retrograde(Pisces)
(Libra) (Scorpio)

conjunct
conjunct
semi-sextile
semi-sextile

trine
trine

semi-sextile
quincunx
quincunx
semi-sextile

T
here is a clearing of delusional ideas and notions which is occurring. One specific
delineation marks this as being in play since November 12th 2015 and continues through
this Scorpio Moon cycle. Control via words and ideas alone has been effective in the past

however there may be a degree of overwhelm which many experience which words alone will
not fix. The need to see deeper into that which seems off or questionable occurs. The confusion
that many are experiencing is growing and expanding to the extent that things must be dealt with.
The bottom line here is one's connection to the Earth and this can eventually lead many to the
quality of their health. If there is a personal health issue then the individual will typically
prioritize this. Knowing something is a miss in terms of what one has believed and the way
things are appearing to be can lead to health issues if these things are not looked at. With Scorpio
being the focus through this Moon cycle it indicates we have an opportunity to know more, to
peer more deeply into things. Attention to who we are as a society will be more prominent than
usual as the zodiac signs following Scorpio are more heavily occupied that usual. Sagittarius,
Capricorn Aquarius, Pisces are all indicated as being exaggerated by the planets transiting there.
Aries also has a strong focus. These signs hosted by a Scorpio new Moon will bring social
conditions into personal relevance. We are looking at sharing of resources, or control over money
and the need for power verses fair sharing and believing in win win situations. Trust will be big
here as the way in which belief in trust is shown as effective or if there is a reconsidering
necessary. Public importance and reputation as a public leader is also to get big focus. The idea
that one is of their word or that one has been abusive with words will be fleshed out as many
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insist on looking more deeply into things. Actions congruent with an individuals self acceptance
will have an expansive quality, their energy will issue a harmonic that typically inspires others.
On the other hand saying one thing while believing something different is contradictory and will
show up as a massive distortion. There is a fog of confusion which is called to be cleared and it is
most likely linked to a lack of integrity in the public realm. The truth about the Earth and
humanities connection must be foundational present at the beginning of all social constructions
and systems least they will at some point fail, collapsing miserly. Ideas which are congruent with
our love for the Earth our acknowledgement and consideration of the Earth will have an integrity
which is based on this foundation. The inspirational quality of those who do public service with
this key foundational element in place will, as the by-product of their action, become an
inspiration to those who are aligned in a similar way. To seek power without consideration of the
Earth will be a disaster, we can see this now. The call for integrity is occurring now and many
will insist on knowing more about social control and global power. This will in turn begin to
reveal the lack of integrity which has existed in fake integrity. This is a time when many will be
exposed for their false self representation. We have seen some signs of his in the last year or two
yet now it roars to a head. As things are exposed will the public in general connect to the Earth
by openly acknowledging her? The fall of social systems and infrastructure will make room for
new systems and there may be an improvement. Connecting to the foundational sustaining
harmonic of the Earth and her place in existence is the key to rebuilding destroyed social
infrastructure. Many are learning lessons and there are many lessons to learn however it is the
joy of the journey which includes both the ups and downs which makes life exciting and
certainly worth the adventure.

Scorpio awareness is a deep awareness. With the focus on Scorpio indicated by the new Moon
many will look more deeply into things. The feeling nature of Scorpio brings up the sensual
quality of Scorpio and this leads to comfort and security. As there are accepted beliefs in a
society which give energy to the notion we are separate the need for money or some measuring
of our property and values as opposed to trusting that all is connected is necessary. This is
important to realize now as the natural resonance of moving toward harmony and trust will
expose control which is not in sync with the natural order of existence. Control over shared
values and resources as well as public reputation, indicated by the continued focus on Sagittarius,
are the big thing right now. The need to move delusion and inappropriate distracting beliefs aside
is also occurring. There are many long standing beliefs about society, control, and power over
societies, which are mutually contradictory and these beliefs are colliding. Some may qualify this
by the increase in communication technology over the last decade or two which has caused a less
bounded isolation between long time historic human cultures. This collision is creating a fog of
confusion for the public who may not be aware that they know very little of the complete story.
The in's and out of secret control is not such a big deal when you know it is being purged from
global influence anyway. Ideally the individual will be evolved to the awareness and feeling that
thought creates are realize that their mind is apart of their body, thus their sovereignty will be
resilient to the massive collapse of social control which lacks a congruent harmonic in sync with
basic Absolute truth. Absolute truth being consider here is "thought creates". The need for the
individual to prioritize and respect the Earth, to feel their partnership with the Earth, may or may
not be their first realization yet it is the realization which will ultimately bring them the most
comfort and congruency. Scorpio is about partnership with the Earth, about being sensual, about
sharing vital resources. If there is an overwhelming amount of greed in one's world then this
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greed will be shown and the taps toward it's release and demise will begin. It is up to the
individual to expand their common sense and to not be distracted by logic which lacks sensual
acknowledgement of being human. Who defines the paradigms of humanity? This question may
not be answered, or perhaps it will, yet the ability to ask the question is an important first step in
for the individual who is intent on being their own authority.

The sense that it is time to buckle down and get good with focused prudent decisions regarding
one's security will be a main theme of this Scorpio Moon cycle. What makes this effective is an
interest in being strict, discerning, and astute. For some it's fun to be serious. This may seem a bit
strange and non typical yet if this strangeness can be temporarily ignored and the impulse toward
clarity regarding security followed passionately the individual can do important things which pay
off in the near future. There is also good energy and motivation for the individual to move ahead
with a mission or project, especially if it is work related. A recent run in with some non
negotiable force may have assisted some in realizing what they must do and what not to do, thus
giving them a more effective route in which to engage and take action. Partnership dynamics
remain active, some partnerships will be engaged in security seeking dynamics as a signal or
message to their partner that the partnership is important to them. Ideally the coming Moon cycle
will assist individuals in understanding and accepting how sharing values is a natural impulse
and will create harmony and pleasure on many levels.

The focus on Scorpio energy offers the individual an opportunity to develop a specific skill
which is of interest to them. The desire or dream to become proficient at some specific thing
requires a special dedication and or study over a period of time. The manner in which Scorpio
type character supports intention to go after such a thing is quite pronounced, once a thing is
qualified and accepted as one's prime interest actions toward development of this can begin. It is
especially good as a new Moon intention, to set one's self on a course of achieving an expertism
in a particular area. Per this specific new Moon in Scorpio the prioritizing of a healthy
relationship with the environment is indicated. Developing things which are pro healthy
enviroment can feel like they have better traction they usual. An inspired individual may for
example support a partnership which involves noble acts regarding the environment. When we
consider the sensual nature of Scorpio we can see the individual will have potentially a richer
connection with their body in terms of feeling and knowing their body's experience as they use
their body to exercise a specific talent. The ability to train the body in specific things is greater
when Scorpio energy and influence is present and thus creates an opportunity to develop talents
which require the body's presence such that the individual can experience them. Example may be
sports, arts as in playing musical instruments, other arts such as drawing or painting, cooking
skills are also connected to the body's opinion, there are many avenues of developing skills
which can be potentially explored. And yet the potential is not limited to these things, it is what
ever the individual is inspired to develop as they feel deeply their commitment.
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With this Moon cycle beginning in Scorpio the focus will be on emotional depths we reach by
embracing shared experience. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of valuing and acknowledging the truth of sensuality and the rich
life which unfolds into our immediate experience through sensuality. Such experience brings
forward powerful energy which births new life and transforms our world in many ways. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of transformation and power is noticed and
valued. Those born under the Sun sign Scorpio have a natural propensity to sensuality and deep
rich involvement in life. They can surprise others at times with their talent, they become an
expert in those areas which inspire them. Not to exclude others as we all have Scorpio
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign would experience deep insight in a natural way. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination toward sensual experience of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning
to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

SunSign

I feel deeply connected to life when I …

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

value how I have a natural propensity to know what is going on around me.

trust that I connect naturally with the deep meaning of whatever is being communicated.

look deeply into my own self definition.

allow my inspiration and sensuality to move into playful dynamics.

am being responsible for what my sensuality brings to my attention.

accept the deep feelings I have when I allow my self to experience partnership.

accept what I have started and allow the richness of the outcomes to be supported by my
initial impulses.

allow myself to experience new things and places.

embrace the value of my commitment to my career.

trust and value how my feelings always give me a deep insight concerning my social
world.

feel Mother Earth's presence in my body.
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To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

December 6th, 7th, 8th & 9th

January 5th & 6th

February 27th, 28th & March 1st

March 12th

April 11th & 12th

June 5th, 6th, 7th & 8th

July 7th & 8th

September 1st & 2nd

September 14th

October 14th & 15th

***

01 Sunday October 30th 1:39 PM EST - new Moon in Scorpio
Asset sharing can be about money and power and things like that yet the real meaning or
comprehension of asset sharing at it's foundational core is sensuality. Without sensuality humans
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are not human, they are more likened to machines. As we experience this new Moon and
unfolding Moon cycle in Scorpio it is sensuality of the individual which is elevated in
availability. One's sensuality can be become important to many if it is not already. The beliefs
one has about sensuality can be looked at and tracked back to the source of authority the
individual gave their approval to. A specific alignment at the new Moon can use some attention.
The quincunx between Juno in Scorpio and Ceres in Aries indicates a focus on sharing values as
the cornerstone to relationship understanding. For many a resurrection of sensuality in terms of
being the link between themselves and their partner can occur. The sense of responsibility as it is
understood from the perspective of cherishing sensuality is also marked for return. The
individual who feels and trusts the value of sensuality in themselves and others will come alive
with big time power. The ultimate relationship here and where this is all based is one's
relationship with the Earth. As one sees the simple truth in how sensuality is connected with the
sustained presence of a species on the planet it is simple to see how sensual passion is connected
to the Earth. This process of being alive, as human, has the potential to refresh the individual's
excitement for life. A parallel between environmental harmony and the human fulfillment can be
discovered and approached, yet it requires individuals to embrace their sensual nature.

An effective and focused way of dealing with priorities is available today. The clarity an
individual has regarding shared resources easily translates to effective prioritizing. The business
of being focused is more attractive than usual. Beliefs which scorn strict rules may interfere yet
ideally this is a time to bust or reevaluate such beliefs as these beliefs may not be so appropriate
all the time. If the individual is bent on accomplishing something which is important to them this
is a good time to do such, especially if it requires a serious mutual commitment. Partners who are
good with each other can work very well today. It may be the case that one takes the lead in
terms of keeping things precisely on track yet because it is a win win opportunity this is most
certainly okay. An optimistic feeling that a partnership is good and working well can be felt.
Ideas and excitement regarding a partnership may build. A recent new partnership may be
showing substantial benefit as opposed to being wishful hoping, yet it will require real action.
The actions will be characterized by a shapely focused no fooling around sort of thinking. This
means frivolous conversation may be called out for being counter productive or simply a waste
of time.

Strong and even forceful winds of change have taken many picked them up and got them
involved. The big motivation is the need to change some inappropriate social structure or system
which is seen as incorrect for modern society. A deconstruction team may gather and dismantle
some social structure. Individuals are involved not just complaining or talking with intention but
actually getting their hands on the system infrastructure and changing it. This changing may
mean, and most likely so, taking things apart or simple destroying some inappropriate
infrastructure which was intended to service a community or the public but simple is seen as
outdated so to ruble it goes. Nature as in Mother Nature may be involved as well taking things
down through her way. If so rest assured nothing which is being removed is functional in her
future scenario. This goes for humanity as well, what will be useful in their idea or belief about
the future will not be touched, only that stuff which is restricting quality of life for society and
community is taken apart. Once it is taken down the rebuild will follow. In fact some of what is
occurring now can be the rebuild of something which has been destroyed in recent years or

02 Tuesday November 1st - Moon enters Sagittarius 10:44 AM

03 Thursday November 3rd - Moon enters Capricorn 11:06 PM
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months. We are most certainly witnessing a social revolution on a planet wide level, real change.

Those who have followed and evolved themselves along the credo "know thyself" will
experience great insight this Moon cycle. An ability to not only see beyond local paradigms but
also a very special ability to think of and construct solutions to social problems where all benefit
comes alive. An ability to find win win situations in the midst of apparent failure is possible.
There are those who can find a higher common denominator because they are not bound by the
fear of limitation. Knowing fear is a choice for example releases constriction and supports the
individual, it frees their mind their insight, a higher order or bigger picture comes into focus.
From this expanded panoramic perspective solutions to standing social malfunctions can be
grasped. The simplicity of accepting followed by choosing to focus on what people have in
common as opposed to what they do not is enough to expand an individual's awareness. As
typical when the Moon transits Aquarius the big cork in social harmony is the stickiness of being
enamored by beliefs which focus on who's who as opposed to loving and embracing an
individual's sovereignty. Actively pursuing one's agenda remains constant and brings people to
life as they are tired of talking and are now in full action mode. A deconstruction of social
devices and social infrastructure systems is occurring because people are now taking action to do
such.

Thinking of realities and opinions as like soap bubbles floating about, they are rather helter
skelter in their directness, or absence of it, and yet those who are within a specific sphere or
reality are typically in the state of not seeing beyond their own suds. The freedom of existence is
real and can be achieved and experienced when the individual realizes they are captivated within
a specific reality. Mars makes an Aquarius ingress during this Moon Pisces transit indicating a
switch of agenda or at the very least a switch in the action plan as social consideration and social
freedom become the criteria which qualifies one's actions. Fighting for freedom may be
triggered. Others will fight for harmony. The social situation that individual's find themselves
within however is again based on these reality bubbles and it is most advantageous to admit and
thus free oneself when such a belief is realized. The process of admitting is enough to free
oneself because doing so releases one's vision of possibility and allows them to see beyond a
boundary they previously did know existed. How does one know they are within a reality bubble,
within a restricted belief system? It's simple a matter of paying attention to how one feels. Our
feelings are literally our ticket to freedom. When unaware and not realizing one is trapped in
some sort of limited reality how can they free themselves from it? The Moon in Pisces will
increase the potential to feel beyond the boundaries of limitation and for those who are willing to
embrace their vulnerability freedom becomes richer.

Some react to the actions of others while others feel they need to take actions. The impulsive self
is tested as the Moon transits Aries and the steadiness as well the quality of one's foundational
beliefs are show. Those with a disciplined mind and directed mental focus will do well as they
consider and take particular action. The courage to stick up for things like family or to protect
and save the environment may be charged as well. The impulsive self will likely rule some as

04 Sunday November 6th - Moon enters Aquarius 8:56 AM

05 Tuesday November 8th - Moon enters Pisces 4:46 PM

06 Wednesday November 10th - Moon enters Aries 8:44 PM

Mars ingress Aquarius Wednesday November 9th 12:53 AM

Venus ingress Capricorn Saturday November 12th 12:05 AM
Mercury ingress Sagittarius Saturday November 12th 9:41 AM
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they suddenly take to action and make moves to either destroy old social symbols or to act upon
the call for new social methods. Either way those who typically sit on the fence or internally
brood, or internally consider some important great act, may finally do something. A deep concern
for ones shared security will fire up reaction, the emotional pain for self and others like family or
friends and associates has shown too much in terms of uncovered and newly realized
information. There is strong energy for those who feel the same thing to team up and express
their view as they act as a social force. Their actions will in some way be connected to people
who have been important or who have been famous or who have some kind of exaggerated
public position and reputation. Ideally the individual will clear out their stops and blocks and free
their impulsive self. The impulsive self works wonderfully when the individual is congruent and
of evolved integrity. When this is less so their impulsive self makes real what they have perhaps
resisted in the past. As such it is a good idea for every individual to deal with their issues before
an energetic transit like this comes along. Referring to whatever the individual believes, the big
thing now is to understand spontaneous character and intend harmony with one's real interest.

Feeling emotionally unsettled is lessened by focusing on how partnership creates steadiness.
Once steadiness is there in a partnership the individual can feel deeply and accept and become
okay with things typically unsettling. A healing process occurs as the feelings of others are seen
as being relevant yet not necessarily one's own immediate issue. An ability to clearly feel what is
ones own issue and what is not makes for feelings of peace and harmony with others. Security in
terms of values and money can also be focused on, an ability to keep things simple and real is
again supported within a harmonious partnership. If there is uneasy feelings about security and
values in a relationship this Moon transit can reveal them. Individuals typically look for
simplicity and very basic common sense, like feeling the Earth and being grounded. Venus has
made a Capricorn ingress and so this focus on simplicity will assist the individual in feeling a
solid foundation as they allow themselves to accept changes in the way communities function
and find common ground. Especially in the way communities are dealing with big changes to
their social infrastructure, as this can affect the household and family expenses and income. It is
important to look for changes that are real and to accept new ways of connecting to community.
If there is difficulty in finding or feeling security it may be because someone is lingering in the
past. Always the Earth can guide and show us how to be happy humans. It this sounds strange or
confusing simple take the time to acknowledge the Earth for her beauty and support of living
creatures. Can she hear you, feel you? Our connection to the Earth is more important than can
ever be stated and this Moon transit in Taurus can be especially valuable in showing us what is
missing if we have forgotten her. Our partnerships can be considered to be including our
partnership with the Earth. Our security as in our physical needs is a two way deal.

07 Saturday November 12th - Moon enters Taurus 9:25 PM

08 Monday November 14th - Moon enters Gemini 8:24 PM
Challenging is how ideas beliefs and conversation flood minds and the real hearing of values, the
actual human sensuality quality of sharing, is knocked aside. Internal processing and internal
dialogue can be more apparent as the Moon transits Gemini. This dialogue can begin to
supersede the actual emotional experiences in partnerships. However if the individual has
developed an awareness that they are not their mind they will naturally move into an objective
clarity. Most likely observing where their mind goes, exposing hidden beliefs they may have.
Ideally conversation will be about things necessary and real in terms of comfort security and
foundational practicality for the individual and their partnership. With Saturn and now Mercury
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both transiting opposite sign Sagittarius a challenge to be on point is issued especially when
discussing work or job related agenda. This is more about how partnerships share ideas about
their security than anything else as the Sun continues to transit Scorpio. Discussing the nature of
sharing and the status of a partnership's resources can be beneficial now. When the intention is to
do so things can be brought to light and solutions offered. These solutions will be ideas yet there
are real actions involved as well. Actions can include social connections and friends or the public
in general yet the motivation and intent remains the security of one's partnership.

Sensitivity rises as a need to travel beyond one's typical comfort zone appears on the horizon.
Some optimistic partnership ideas which have generated promise and enthusiasm can be busted
in the next few days as they are challenged by changes to how the individual understands their
connection with society. Recent aggressive social talk may have triggered a thought and
emotional feelings which cause the individual to see and imagine new things related to ideas
discussed. A need to deal with major social community changes, systems run by governments or
medical assistance or journalistic media services included, has been ongoing for some time and it
is here while the Moon transits Cancer where the individual feels an almost exaggerated reaction
to these things. How these changes are going to effect the individual is perhaps real or assumed
yet this doesn't necessarily stop the individual from feeling concern. As such this is a very good
opportunity for the individual to explore what is most important to them, and this is known by
what what causes them emotional distress. An ability to be discerning can free the individual
from difficult outcomes in their future. What is real is what the individual is reacting to as
opposed to what the ego deems significant. When the ego is directed by the individual's intention
to explore why they are reacting to some specific event they will more likely tune into the
process behind events and begin to expose important beliefs they were perhaps unaware they
held.

What can trigger an individual to feel really good about themselves lately is their admirable
dedication to what is sacred to them. Having a decree and a purpose which is founded in a sense
of sacredness however can be challenged right now. Ideally the individual will accept this
challenge and reform their self image if such is necessary. A who's who belief system can trigger
emotional reactions as well. The sense that one is unable to make headway into their agenda can
cause them to retune their plan however when the block seems to get mixed in with or messed up
with situations which seem to challenge their perceived importance, the who's who thing, the
individual is challenged with the need to examine their beliefs. Perhaps it is a naivety related to
how their identity, or the identity of another, is perceived as compared to how it was assumed to
be perceived? These challenges can be played out in one's professional or public realm. As such
there is an opportunity to shine in one's public or professional role as action by some are seen as
wonderful examples of integrity and fairness. The sacred approach mentioned initially followed
with integrity can become an inspiration to others as a feeling of one's potential is awakened by
the courageous actions and impeccable character of others.

A feeling that it is best to keep social conversation limited to what is relevant may be felt. Some
may be experiencing overwhelm in terms of dealing with many failing relationships all at once.
There is also a sense that one is being cleared of delusional relationships and as such the
individual now attempts to hang onto delusions which are fading fast which can cause them to

09 Wednesday November 16th - Moon enters Cancer 7:58 PM

10 Friday November 18th - Moon enters Leo 10:16 PM

11 Monday November 21st - Moon enters Virgo 4:34 AM
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feel lost. The idea here is to notice how the actions of others can effect one's happiness or
sadness. It is good to have friends and it is beautiful to relate to others however it must be clear
to the individual that there are certain things which are just not their business. A habit of being
everybody's mother socially can for example be busted now. The individual who would do this,
be everybody's mother, is doing so for some reason and it is their business to discover what this
is. Of course we can be nurturing to others, our friends or even strangers, we will benefit from
realizing that everybody is on their own journey and when we interfere with this we create waves
of confusion which must eventually be dealt with. We are in a somewhat grand cycle where
delusions are being busted and individuals are being called to mind their own business in an
impeccable way. This can be affecting one's physical health. Our body is our priority and when
we see our body taking major steps to service our health we are simply forcing ourselves to
prioritize our own business.

Assumed ideas about partnerships are fleshed out as feelings concerning what was considered
real and what is real are differentiated. More rules are pronounced, perhaps as a result of what is
occurring in a partnerships. Since the new Moon Oct 30th there has been an interest in making a
partnership work and so many of these relationships have been taken to the next level where
some sort of implementing has occurred. Differences become obvious, some things which were
assumed to be common are perhaps not and so there will need to be some adjustment. Before this
adjustment can happen however the boundaries need to be further discussed such that a common
ground can be established. These issues may be more important right now as the individuals
involved want to get moving on their shared agenda, or what they thought was a shared agenda.
This is actually a good time to flesh these things out, a new Moon on November 29th in
Sagittarius signals an effective time to make steps which follow the clarity gained now. Another
obvious matter occurring, the need to have a partnership which is dynamic, which can accept
changes happening on a big scale and on many levels. If for sample a partnership was formed
with the notion they could resurrect an old system then this partnership will be challenged as
there is clearly no going back to yesterdays social systems.

A well informed individually, or partnership, may have recently come to terms with, or at least
been exposed to, the quality of their security. It may involve money and contracts, business
control, relationship cooperation, comfort through sensual experiences, many different things,
however the individual shares that which they consider to be of value. Specific things are
considered because they can be shared and thus become an extension of a partnership. Consider
our partnership with the Earth and the values we share with the Earth. How we accept and honor
our partnership with the Earth maps integrity in other partnerships. Ideally individuals will
discover new ways to share values, or to create values because they are able to share. This Moon
cycle may have assisted many in forming partnerships where an evolved sense of sharing and
being fair is a core theme. Instead of being suspicious for example we choose to openly discuss
what is important to us as an individual and make an intention to have this function in a
partnership. It's like being able to give to a partnership without feeling threatened that our
sovereignty is not supported. We are perhaps better equipped to have our cake and eat it too
because our partnership has a special vibe and we experience a special connection.

The new Moon tomorrow will assist those to get going with their intentions to serve the public.

12 Wednesday November 23rd - Moon enters Libra 2:43 PM

13 Friday November 26th - Moon enters Scorpio 3:03 AM

14 Sunday November 28th - Moon enters Sagittarius 3:47 PM
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Public reputation will be connected to how one deals with recent social changes or changes in
how the public is feeling. There are many social changes going on currently so there is much
avenue to be of service. It may take some clear considering and some creative insight however
there is lots there. What is not there is the old ways of governing and keeping society and
community in harmony, instead our current agenda must work and proceed from a new blueprint.
This being known will assist many as they will be able to eliminate many things which could
now be considered a poor use of one,s time and energy and instead see the new light of the future
in terms of possibility. This who like to actively involved will do well if there are able to do this,
take action based on what they see as the blueprint.

Next new Moon in Sagittarius Tuesday November 29th 7:19 AM EST
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

***
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01 Integrity in sharing brings great power.

02 The sensual nature of life refreshes me.

03 I am moving forward into new social ideas and systems.

04 I am paying attention to the process behind the events I am involved with.

05 I am inspired to be focused and clear regarding my priorities.

06 I am able to clearly prioritize values within my partnership experience.

07 My sensuality reminds me who I am.

08 My body is an extension of the Earth.

09 My sensuality links me to the Earth.

10 I am able to clearly and concisely share ideas related to the issue at hand.

11`As social infrastructures change I intend to see the bigger reason and direction of
community.

12 I am able to find win win situations n the midst of apparent fails.

13 I shed limitation and look for higher common ground.

14 My feelings are my ticket to freedom they reflect the truth of who I am and what I am
dealing with.

15 I am able to feel realities beyond typical boundaries.

16 I am willing to look a possibilities beyond historic boundaries.

17 The actions of my spontaneous self are congruent with my foundational beliefs.

18 I have a wonderful partnership with the Earth.

19 How I accept and honor my partnership with the Earth maps the integrity for all my other
partnerships.

20 Something is of value to me because I can share it with others.

21 The sensual nature of living connects me to heaven and Earth.


